Cell-Matrix interactions, the role of fibronectin and integrins. A survey.
In this review, we present several aspects of cell-matrix interactions, especially the role of fibronectin and integrins in the mediation of these interactions. As this field of investigations literally exploded over the last decades, we had to limit this review to some aspects of this field. We cited experiments giving details on the modifications of fibronectin molecules during their interactions with cells as well as on recent progress of the molecular mechanisms of fibronectin-integrin interactions. We insisted on the molecular details which were shown to play a role in the bi-directional signals "sent" by cells to the surrounding matrix (inside-out and outside-in). A number of recent publications confirmed the physiopathological importance of these messages both for the normal function of tissues as well as for the understanding of their pathological modifications. We insist also on the importance of fibronectin-fragments during some pathologies.